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Fig. I: Artist’s concept of SLS Block 1 at launch
ABSTRACT












































that can reduce mission costs, simplify payload design, reduce trip times, and lower overall risk. Each 
vehicle element completed its respective Preliminary Design Reviews, followed by the SLS Program. The 


















Space Shuttle missions. The Program’s success to date is due to prudent use of existing technology, 
infrastructure, and workforce; streamlined management approach; and judicious use of new technologies. 
This paper will discuss SLS Program successes over the past year and examine milestones and  










human exploration. It would be based on three important, mutually-supportive capabilities: continuing 
long-duration research and operations in space aboard the International Space Station, lowering the cost 
of access to space by developing commercial cargo and crew launch services to LEO, and development 

















urations evaluated for safety, development and life cycle costs, mission objectives, maintaining critical 
industrial base capability, and transitioning the workforce effectively.







a modular core vehicle using commercially-available hardware. Internal and independent reviewers found 











































Along with SLS, NASA is developing the Orion crew vehicle and the Ground Systems Develop-
ment and Operations (GSDO) Program. Orion is a four-person spacecraft designed to carry astronauts on 
exploration missions into deep space managed at NASA’s Johnson Space Center (JSC). GSDO is con-
verting the facilities at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center (KSC) into a next-generation spaceport capable of 































































































and potential on-orbit assembly, further reducing cost and risk to crews and missions.
Crewed missions will explore the solar system’s mineral-rich asteroids, and, eventually, the moun-
tains and canyons of Mars. Additionally the enhanced lift capability of SLS will enable robotic science 
missions in the decades ahead that were previously not possible, such as Mars sample returns, large 












The most costly part of any rocket development is its propulsion systems. The SLS architecture 
was designed to be affordable and restore U.S. space exploration capability as rapidly as possible by 




















































































same width as the Space Shuttle’s external tank, taking advantage of the one-of-a-kind Michoud Assem-
bly Facility (MAF) manufacturing infrastructure.





















the evolved design, including advanced booster, upper stage, and engine trade studies, as well as the 





gen heavy-lift vehicles, and from advances in technology and manufacturing practices. Further, by using 
common design elements, the SLS connections with the ground systems at KSC and with the space-
craft and payloads it carries will remain consistent over time, reducing complexity. The SLS operational 
scheme takes advantage of resources established for the Space Shuttle, including the workforce,  
tooling, manufacturing processes, supply chains, transportation logistics, launch infrastructure, and LOX/
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While the availability of the Shuttle engines and the proven design represent a major cost and 











be higher because of the height of the core stage tanks and greater acceleration during launch. LOX inlet 


















































































































ECU allows communication between the engine and launch vehicle, sends commands, transmits data, 















































































































thrust throttling capability to demonstrate requirements for future upper stage applications. At the end 


















































million pounds of thrust.


























































































































avionics tests operated the booster’s thrust vector control (TVC) system as if the booster were operating 





















new booster avionics subsystem and innovative electronic support equipment that replaced Shuttle-era 





































































































































































































































This effort provided a valuable opportunity to engage/develop MSFC capabilities (in-house design 









ductive and successful cross-center partnership between Langley Research Center (LaRC) and MSFC. 
Other milestones included award of the last major hardware contract for the Launch Vehicle 
Stage Adapter (LVSA) to Teledyne Brown Engineering, which will attach the mated upper stage and Orion 































Part of the analysis will include changes to the stage to accommodate SLS loads and environments such 
as winds at the launch pad and ascent loads.
 
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING & INTEGRATION (SE&I)
The Systems Engineering & Integration team worked numerous actions to understand vehicle 

































































































































































neering development units, performed early integration of developmental hardware and software, deliv-










































 It was tested in MSFC’s (SITF) a hardware in the Loop Lab, which was designed to functionally 












































while engineers collected acoustic data and tested the performance of water jets to acoustic waves that 
can affect the vehicle, crew, and payloads.9
Fig. XIV: Core stage SMAT testing at MSFC















versity of Buffalo Research Center, in Buffalo, N.Y. The tests provided data on convective heating en-
vironments that the bottom of the core stage and boosters will experience during ascent.= Many new 
innovative design and manufacturing methodologies have been used in the development of these rocket 






































































Other efforts that support SLS evolution included support to research into an aerospike RP-1 











on long-duration cryogenic propellant storage.
Members of the SLS evolvability team met with representatives of NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labora-











sides that can inform design decisions. 
































































Fig. XVI: Artist’s concept of Orion crew vehicle in Earth orbit
The SLS team continues to work toward those key milestones. All hardware elements (boosters, 







































































































and substantial masses and volumes of cargo beyond low Earth orbit. NASA is developing SLS, Orion, 
and supporting ground facilities for that purpose, leveraging existing NASA investments.
SLS is the critical enabling capability for a future exploration architecture. With a lift capability 











missions not possible today.
9
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